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Abstract. Introduction. Zooonym s form a most ancient lingual system to reflect the experience 
in the practical and cultural-myphological investigation of fauna as one of the meaningful part of human 
surroundings so that analyzing their representation in proverbs in the cognitive aspect as well as 
nominating phenomena in the mental processing reveals perspectives for spotting new cases in the 
national ethnic conscience. 

Purpose. The purpose of the article is to analyze in the complex the metaphor domestic animals 
namesin regard of the ethnical cognitive psyche structures. 

Results. It has defined, that the basis of conceptualization of Wildlife is formed by naive ideas of 
people about animal behavior stereotypes, and also by axiological ethnoconsciousness. We believe that a 
metaphor proverb units primarily reflects the typical situation established in the Ukrainian 
consciousness, formed on the basis of experience, as their foundation is shaped motivation clear to all 
members of the linguistic community. The symbolism of fauna names becomes the key factor to the 
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determination of the metaphoric meaning of a number of proverb units. National-cultural elements of the 
semantics of a proverb may be expressed through images of reinterpretation, metaphorization, semantic 
shift of a fauna lexeme. 

Originality. Words-images as key units of paremic complexes reflect the conception of the world 
inherent to a people, national coloring connected with humor, irony, sometimes grotesque. The same 

variable synonyms with specific attributive words may not coincide. The investigation of the 
combinability of variants of lexical and semantic field of fauna names makes possible the consideration 
of variability as a manifestation of contextual synonymy of certain syntactic constructions: words close 
by meaning are interchangeable and have equal meaning in some constructions and are not synonymous 
in others. In some constructions variation row is limited (sometimes it consists of two words), and in 
others is much broader. 

Conclusion. Lexical and other language means convey specific for each ethnos 
psychological and behavioral archetypes, which in their entity reflect generalized features of the 

emotional and sensual character, sentimentality, lyricism. Basing on scientific sources one can state 

reflect the experience in investigating the surroundings by numerous generations through centuries, 
and enable to perceive the peculiarities in the national Ukrainian mentality, regarding the 
conceptual and lingual, as well as scientific a
in the lingual interpretation of the world. 
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